Our

customers

know we
are good!

New Job - New Home - New Life?
Who wouldn't wish a new start to be a relaxing experience?

N

ormally moving creates a lot of work.

As well as the actual transport of your

worldly possessions from A to B, different pre-

parations must also be made. In your new

home everything should be as easily accessi-

ble as it was in your old place! One who do-

Regardless whether you are moving within

Germany, Europe or anywhere in the worldif
it's your household goods, project or special
moves- the moving company Sander is
your partner for a worry free move!

esn't want to take on too much needs a strong

partner, a professional, who knows what's in-

Stress free moving
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partner for a trouble-free move!

volved -one who makes it easy for it's cusmers!
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Even during the advice stage, Sander shows it's
special qualities.

T

his helps to considerably reduce costs for
every contract from a simple move to a

“full service” relocation. Sander adjusts itself

to your individual needs. Our advice is nonbin-

ding. The situation will be carefully viewed on
site so that you as the customer know how

Every Sander's estimate shows the anticipated

costs in a clear and concise manner. In this
way you have a secure overview and a real

decisionmaking asset before you grant a contract.

much you can save by your own rendered services. Whether you are moving furniture inland

Price advantage
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Cost reduction through qualified advice

or overseas we will always find you both the
most organized and economic solution.
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Before the actual move, packing plays a large part.

S

ander employs only professional packers

who are continually being schooled, parti-

cularly in glass and porcelain packing. A “ Fa-

mily Heirloom “ simply cannot be replaced
should it be broken or cracked. Sander's speci-

ally trained packers are particularly careful in

this case and ensure maximum safety and se-

curity. This is more than the best insurance

Qualified
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All round service:
sanitation, water and electrical installation.

enced furniture carpenters take care of kitchen

measurement, kitchen plans, material purchase (work surfaces, skirting-boards, wall fittings

etc.).

For

water

and

electrical

connections or low voltage lamp installation

only specially certified employees who have

participated in appropriate seminars are used.

could offer. Also the craftsman service is a spe-

cial feature of Sander: Well trained, experi-
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Trust your valuable moving goods to experienced hands!

W

ith warehousing space of more than
5000m² Sander offers space for small

and large storage.If there is a delay in moving,
a short term storage of your household goods
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Sander stands for care and dependability.

Leading German furniture companies also ap-

term storage facility for several years is neces-

for the delivery, installation and servicing of

sary. Whatever your needs are, Sander offers

Space for small and large warehousing

goods from A-Z are recorded and listed! Here

is often necessary or if you are moving to a fo-

reign country for professional reasons a long

Secure and Dependable

gant method guarantees that your complete

for every case locked, air-conditioned storage

preciate this and give Sander fixed contracts
new furniture.

spaces in which your complete household
goods are numbered and stored. This extrava-
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As Sander has constantly offered a complete service,
naturally customer wishes play the major role.
verything which needs to be done during

With our carpentry workshop Sander takes

gether with a computer supported logistic and

repairs on pieces of furniture or desired ad-

E

a move will be done by professionals. To-

the possibility of temporary storage in our own

warehouse , Sander is in the position to com-

plete extraordinary special contracts without
problems.

care of any necessary work on site, like smallo
justments to local conditions. The total dis-

mantling and reassembly of your furniture and
built in kitchen is completed by our own experienced carpenters.

Comfortable
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Well trained personnel for maximum security
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...Relocations
of the highest level.
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... Moves since 1880
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the step from a trustworthy tradesman

to a reliable service company. Today the fifth

In 1880 Cartwright
Adam Sander founded
our Company
1880

M

With a self-built moving wagon he made

generation of the family is carrying on in the

tradition and in the service to the customer
with the sixth generation ready to take over!

1920

1930

1950

W

e admit to being a medium sized com-

pany and place great value in our per-

sonal contact with our customers. This allows
us to be flexible to complete the large and

small contracts in an economic and competent
manner. We employ 90 people and maintain 6

moving trucks, 18 moving vans, 6 customer
service vehicles and 6 special hoisting cranes.
Today

Our desire for performance
and quality will assure the
satisfaction of our customers now and in the future.
Tomorrow, the sixth generation
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...Relocations of the highest level.
• Inland and foreign moves

• Business and building moves

• Delivery and assembling of new furniture and fittings
• Packing

• Furniture Storage
Möbelspedition Sander GmbH
von-Miller-Strasse 9a
67661 Kaiserslautern

Phone: 0631- 357 32-0
Fax: 0631- 357 32-22
www.umzuege-sander.de
Email: info@umzuege-sander.de

